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“Hermitage is not a snail shell” (from  

“Hermitage is not a snail shell," is the title of one of the latest books by Adriana Zarri, theologian and 

hermit. Don Giovanni Mazzillo met her at least once at a theological convention and he too lives in a 

hermitage, which takes its name from the district it is located in "Le Sarre". 

 A hermitage that some of his friends have begun to call “Community of peace”. Don Giovanni is 

strongly grafted into the local Church and is parish priest of Tortora - and also in the national and even 

international one: he has held conferences, as well as a theology course in Germany, belongs to the Pax 

Christi movement, lives a “popular” faith and at the same time nourished by readings and writings, ranging 

from publications on theology to collaborations with magazines. 

 In short, a parish priest who travels on the wings of the theology of peace, another way to decline the 

"theology of liberation", with a style similar to that of don Tonino Bello  

[see https://www.laciviltacattolica.com/don-tonino-bello-a-bishop-who-became-the-gospel/ ], of 

which he was a friend and collaborator. If you ask him where he lives, he replies with a smile definition 

that characterizes it: "I live in a laura", which in the ancient language means "a bit of a monastery, a bit of 

a hermitage", a "semi-hermitage".  When I went to see him for the first time, in July 2022, Frédéric 

Vermorel, also a diocesan hermit in the hermitage of Sant'llarione, near Caulonia (Reggio Calabria), took 

me there.  And when I arrived at the hermitage of the Sarre, I found an Indian priest, Benjamin and 

Stefano, friends and part-time residents, if one can say so. I went back there, to stay a few days, and I 

found Stefano again, to whom Maurizio, another friend of the community, was added. In the community 

of peace there is an atmosphere of festivity and widespread conviviality. In the morning the alarm goes 

off at seven with the radio broadcast in stereophonic sound (Radio Tre or, sometimes.  Swiss Radio with 

classical or jazz music) ringing out in the trumpet of the spiral stairs, where there are some guest rooms.  

Run "festive" way of Calling to prayer.   

The chapel has the carpets up and behind the small altar is the Face of Jesus, an icon of the Madonna 

of tenderness in Byzantine style with a crucifix, carved in wood by Don Giovanni's father.  Then there is a 

large painting with Jesus who enters Jerusalem on a donkey, surrounded by a colourful landscape, "but 

who is alone among the palm branches that rise joyfully", as Don Giovanni points out: "While on the other 

side Pontius Pilate enters the city with armed soldiers and on horseback, Jesus arrives in Jerusalem 

surrounded by poor and ragged people, marginalized, and disciples who will then betray or deny him".   

The Prayer follows the daily liturgy of the word of God, which Don Giovanni often comments on and 

updates, to make the ritual alive and do not let it become tired and sterile by continuing in a style of 

theology of liberation. 

Don Giovanni has a history linked to emigration and the choice of return. Not only the father but he 

too had emigrated to Germany where he obtained a doctorate in theology with a thesis on "Being a 

subject of the poor in the Church as the people of God". 
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But he preferred to go back to Calabria, where he taught for many years at the Istituto Teologico 

Calabro in Catanzaro. In the dear period he was called to replace a parish priest for the spiritual assistance 

of immigrants in Switzerland, after which he returned to Tortora. 

Calabria is a land with an undergrowth of cultural and spiritual vitality as huge as it is unknown, with a 

rich reality of hermitages and religious communities that are courageous and lively from a spiritual point 

of view. I am thinking of “Santa Maria delle Grazie”, founded by Gianni Novello. I am also thinking of the 

aforementioned Frédéric Vermorel, author of the book “A hospitable solitude: diary of a hermit” and who 

knows how many other realities, that I would like to discover, starting from Tortora", 

 

 

 


